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THEORY EXAMTNATTON (SEM-[D 2016_t7
COMPUTER BASED NUMERICAL AND STATISTICAL TECIINIQUES

Time: i Hoars fuInx, Marks : 70
Note : Be precise in your onswer. In case of ntumerical problem assume data wherever not provided.

I.
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

0
s)

Attern pt attquestion$ , 
*ECTION-A

Explain Pitfalls of floating-point Representation in detail.

prove thatA= lUr+ d;[E
Suppose 1.414 is used as an approximation tof. Find the absolute and relative erors.
Write down Gauss's forward interpolition formula.
prove that *n = *[3ro(x) + 472@)+ r+(x)J
What do you mean by Histograms?
Explain Null hypothesis,

SECTION-B
2. Attempt any five of the following ;
a) Find a rsal root of the equation 3.r * sinx - ex

correct to four decimal places.

b) Find the missing term in the following table:

x 2 2.1 2,2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2,6

v 0.135 0. lIl 0. 100 0.082 0.074

c) Giveny2e :24,yze:32,yzs=35 andy32:40 find,y25 by Bessel,s interpolation formula.
d) Given * = , * x,y(O) = 2. Findy(0 .l) aady(0.2) correct to four decimal places using Runge-

Kutta method.

e) By the method of least squares, find the curve I - ax, * bxz that best fits the following data :

0 Apply Gauss-Seidel iteration method to solve the following equation (three iteration only)
2Ax+y-22:17
3x + 20y -z = -lB
?x -3y+ 202-25

g) Find th" q&rc r4qryee's iuterpolating polynomiar from the following data :

h) For 10 observations on price(.r) and supply(y), the following data were obtained (in appropriate
units) :

7 x2: 14

7x5=35
= 0 by the method of Regula falsi position

JC 1 2 3 4 5

v 1.9 5.1 g.g 14.l l g"g

x 0 I 2 5

f(x) 2 3 L2 147



x- 130, f y4ZZ0, Z*' = ZZBB, ltr: 5506 and,I xy = 3+67
Obtain the two lines of regression.

Attempt any two of the following i 10.5 x2 = 21
3' FindXz) if v(x) is the solution o*=!f**y) where y(0) = 2, y(o.s) = 2.636,.1r(t) *

3.59511.5) :4,968 using Milne's method.

4. Given th"t*=bgn(x+y)withtheinitialcondition thaty-I whenx=Ofindyforx=0.2
andx = 0.5 using Euler,s modi{ied formula,

5. Derive the Newton-divided difference formula, calculate the valuc of,r(6) from the following
data

)c 1
,)
L 7 I

f(x) I 5 5 4


